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Figure 1: We demonstrate InstructPipe, an AI assistant that enables users to start prototyping machine learning (ML) pipelines with text instructions. To achieve this, InstructPipe leverages two LLM modules and a code interpreter to generate pseudocode of a target pipeline, and the interpreter renders a pipeline in the node-graph editor for further human-AI collaboration.

ABSTRACT
Foundational multi-modal models have democratized AI access, yet the construction of complex, customizable machine learning pipelines by novice users remains a grand challenge. This paper demonstrates a visual programming system that allows novices to rapidly prototype multimodal AI pipelines. We first conducted a formative study with 58 contributors and collected 236 proposals of multimodal AI pipelines that served various practical needs. We then distilled our findings into a design matrix of primitive nodes for prototyping multimodal AI visual programming pipelines, and implemented a system with 65 nodes. To support users’ rapid prototyping experience, we built InstructPipe, an AI assistant based on large language models (LLMs) that allows users to generate a pipeline by writing text-based instructions. We believe InstructPipe enhances novice users onboarding experience of visual programming and the controllability of LLMs by offering non-experts a platform to easily update the generation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A visual programming interface provides users with a workspace to program in a node-graph editor. This format allows for the creation of a pipeline using visual elements like nodes and connections, enhancing the ability to prototype various applications without deep knowledge of programming languages. The field has seen increased interest due to advancements in machine learning (ML). Open-source ML libraries, e.g., TensorFlow [1], PyTorch [11], and Hugging Face [15], offer a wide range of pre-built modules, expediting AI project development and experimentation. Visual programming offers the community a platform for users to interactively explore the creative use of existing ML models by allowing them to freely select and connect nodes into a new functional pipeline.

However, this streamlined approach has its limitations. The utility of a visual programming platform relies heavily on its predefined nodes — users’ creative process will be disrupted even with one missing node. Compared to various built-in functions in the programming language, visual programming typically provides a small number of pre-defined nodes (e.g., 38 nodes in Visual
Blocks [6]). The community addresses this issue in a reactive development cycle by collecting feature requests from users and then assigning tasks to developers. We believe that the lack of community guidelines makes it challenging to address this issue in a proactive manner.

With design guidance, as developers continue to add nodes for enhanced system utility, it will eventually clutter the node library, causing a high cognitive burden to perceive them. Even worse, users typically build a pipeline “from scratch”, i.e., selecting nodes, ideating the pipeline structure and finally connecting nodes from a completely empty workspace. A large pool of nodes can easily overwhelm users in this creative process, causing an unsatisfactory user experience (i.e., the usability issue). Similar issues also exist when users write code using programming languages (with many built-in functions and libraries), but recent advances in Large Language Models (LLMs) show that such challenges can be addressed. For example, GitHub Copilot [8] makes it possible to generate code by simply describing users’ requirements in natural language. Therefore, we hypothesized that similar AI assistants could also benefit visual programming interfaces by reducing users’ workload in their node editing experiences.

In this paper, we present 1) a design guideline of primitive nodes for prototyping multimodal AI pipelines and 2) an AI assistant, called InstructPipe, that achieves rapid prototyping of such pipelines. We gathered 236 ML pipeline proposals from 58 contributors and distilled a design space that guided our implementation space of 27 new nodes in the system. We further demonstrated InstructPipe, an assistant that allows users to prototype a pipeline through natural language instruction (Figure 1). InstructPipe presents a generated pipeline in the visual programming workspace after the user’s instruction. If the generated pipeline does meet the user’s requirement, the user can further work on the creativity process based on the generated pipeline by following the standard workflow of visual programming.

2 DESIGN SPACE OF PRIMITIVE NODES FOR MULTI-MODAL AI PIPELINES

To understand what pipelines people would like to build with visual programming, we conducted an online survey to gather proposals for a multi-modal AI pipeline. These results informed a new design space of primitive nodes for visual programming with language and vision models.

2.1 Online Survey

We distribute an online survey through internal communication channels, email lists, and social media. In two weeks, we collected 236 pipeline proposals from 58 respondents, of whom 32 (55%) had no prior experience with Visual Blocks. Using the affinity diagram approach, two researchers organized participants’ responses and classified the proposals into three categories: language, vision, and multi-modal pipelines.

2.2 Observations

We followed the design space analysis methods [2] and held iterative discussion sessions. Through this process, we discerned that the existing 38 nodes in Visual Blocks were insufficient to satisfy the diverse requirements to meet participants’ needs. We then categorized the missing nodes into the following three classes:

- **input nodes** (e.g., text input, Google Sheets reader)
- **output nodes** (e.g., markdown viewer, Colab output)
- **processor nodes** (e.g., large language models, vision-language models)

Input and output nodes serve as protocols that extend the creative usage of a pipeline. Processor nodes decide the intelligence of data processing. For example, with a Google Sheets reader node, a Large language model node, and a Colab output node, one can create a pipeline of “Visualize the user preferences data from a Google Sheet in a bar chart”.

2.3 Node Design Matrix

Informed by the set of nodes and the classification derived from the online survey, we crafted a design space specifically...
focused on processor nodes, aiming to facilitate the prototyping of language and vision pipelines. As shown in Figure 2, we categorize intermediate nodes based on their input/output types including language, vision, and metadata. “Metadata”, defined as the data of the data, represents intermediate features commonly used in machine learning pipelines, such as text vectors and image landmarks.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Our system upgrades Visual Blocks [6, 7] in two aspects. First, we implemented a large range of primitive nodes to support users’ creativity in prototyping multimodal AI pipelines. By following the design matrix in Figure 2(a), we implemented 27 new nodes into the system to support users’ prototyping experience. To further enhance users’ rapid prototyping experiences, we implemented InstructPipe, an AI assistant that enables users to build pipelines by prompting it and finetuning the generated pipeline in the visual programming workspace.

3.1 Node Library
Informed by the design space, we implement new nodes that enhance the intelligence of visual programming. Figure 2(b) summarizes our node implementation. As listed in Appendix A, we integrate 27 new nodes into Visual Blocks to satisfy people’s proposed pipelines. The following elaborates on five selected nodes below:
- **PaLM** [3]: a large language model (LLM) that generates text given a text prompt.
- **Google Text Search**: given a text query, output a list of URLs returned from Google.
- **Google Image Search**: given a text query, output the first image from Google.
- **PaLI** [3, 4]: a Vision-Language Model that generates text from a joint of image and text inputs.
- **Imagen** [12]: a text-to-image diffusion model.

3.2 InstructPipe — an AI assistant for Rapid Pipeline Prototyping
InstructPipe enables users to generate a pipeline by simply providing text-based instructions [16]. We implemented InstructPipe based on Gemini Pro [9]. The raw output format of our LLM is pseudocode, which is proven to be an efficient representation of a directed graph [10, 14]. InstructPipe renders the generated directed graph on the visual programming workspace by initializing with pre-defined default property values. For example, a PaLM node is initialized with “max tokens = 256” (a property value in the PaLM node). This implies that the core task achieved by InstructPipe is selecting and connecting nodes, and it leaves the task of finetuning property value in each node to users by displaying the pipeline in the visual programming workspace.

4 USER JOURNEY
Here, we describe an exemplary user journey when using our system to prototype a multimodal AI pipeline. Different from the mainstream approach of visual programming, our demonstration provides users with a new experience of visual programming by first prompting the system and then finetuning the generated pipeline in the visual programming workspace.

4.1 Step I: Describing a Target Pipeline
The user can first click on the “InstructPipe” button on the top-right corner of the interface (Figure 3b). The system then triggers a dialog (Figure 3a) for the user to write a prompt and select a tag. The tag can be “language”, “visual”, or “multimodal”. After the user clicks “Submit” at the bottom-right corner of the dialog, it completes the “instruction” process to the AI assistant.

4.2 Step II: Finetuning Generated Results in the Visual Programming Workspace
After the instruction, InstructPipe generates a pipeline in the visual programming workspace. If the user is not satisfied with the generation, they can further work on the pipeline by following the standard approach of visual programming, i.e., selecting and connecting nodes, based on the generated results. The visual programming workspace also provides the user with a platform to explore the optimal property value in each node for the most satisfactory results.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a visual programming system powered by a wide range of multi-model nodes and InstructPipe, an AI assistant that facilitates users to build pipelines with instructions. The node implementation in the system was informed by our design guideline, which is based on 236 pipeline proposals from 58 participants. InstructPipe provides users with new experience in prototyping visual programming pipelines by firstly writing an instruction and then perform finetuning in the visual programming workspace. We envision that InstructPipe aspires to streamline workflow processes for novices in ML pipeline development and inspire novel applications through its user-friendly interface.
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Figure 3: The user interface of InstructPipe. The user can first click on the “InstructPipe” button on the top-right corner of the interface in (b). A dialog will appear, and the user can input the instructions and select a category tag. InstructPipe then renders a pipeline on (b), in which the user can interactively experiment and revise.


APPENDIX

A A LIBRARY OF NEWLY IMPLEMENTED PRIMITIVE NODES

Drawing upon §2 Design Space, we implement the full list of 27 new nodes that have been integrated into the most recent iteration of Visual Blocks. These additions were formulated based on insights garnered from the community survey, as detailed below:

- **PaLM** [5]: a large language model (LLM).
- **Google Text Search**: given a text query, output a list of URLs returned from Google.
- **Google Image Search**: given a text query, output the first image from Google.
- **PaLI** [3, 4] (a Search node): Pathways Language and Image model that generates text from a joint of image and text inputs.
- **Imagen** [12]: a text-to-image diffusion model.
- **OCR** [13]: a text recognition model from an image query.
- **Colab Output**: given input code, output to a Colab node to execute the code.
- **URL to HTML**: given an URL as text, fetch the webpage as text output.
- **URL to Image**: given an URL as text, fetch the data as an image output.
- **Markdown Viewer**: given a text in MarkDown language, visualize it as a webpage.
- **Text Processor**: given multiple text, join them together or format them in a certain way.
- **String Picker**: given a list of text and an ID, fetch one of them as output.
- **HTML Viewer**: given a text in HTML language, visualize it as a webpage.
- **Hand Pose Detection**: given an image, return landmarks of the hands using MediaPipe.
- **Hand Gesture Detection**: given an image, recognize the gesture using MediaPipe.
- **Face Landmark Detection**: given an image, return landmarks of the face.
- **Body Segmentation**: run a deployed MediaPipe body segmentation model.
- **Object Detection**: given an image, output the detected object class name and their bounding boxes.
- **Bounding Box Visualizer**: visualizing bounding boxes of machine learning models.
- **Landmark Visualizer**: visualizing pose landmarks of machine learning models.
- **Mask Visualizer**: visualizing segmentation mask of machine learning models.
- **Virtual Sticker**: given landmarks, an original image, and a sticker image, overlay sticker image onto the original image upon the given landmark position.
- **Text Toxicity**: given a text input, output the toxicity level of the language.
- **Text Processor**: given (a) text input(s), output a reformatted text.
- **Google Sheets Reader**: given a Google Sheets URL and range of data, fetch data and output as text.
- **Google Sheets Writer**: given a Google Sheets URL and range of data, output the input text directly to the Google Sheets.
- **Custom API**: Given an API URL, query it via GET or POST methods and fetch the result.

Nodes marked with * are out of the scope of the current version of InstructPipe.